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PRE.tlACE 
This thesis has to do with the selective flotation of the manganese 
oxide minerals in an ore from Charco tedondo Mine, Oriente Province, Cuba. 
Since a sound lmowledge of the nature of the emulsion-induced flotation 
process of these minerals does not exist, experimental research consti- 
tutes the most valuable resource for determininf the extent to which 
different reagents influence the process. Moreover, a correlation of 
experimental r-e su.Lt with the chemical and physical properties of the 
minerals and r-e age nt s , can lead to the improvement of exis tine;. theories 
r e sar dt n · the mechanism of a process. With this in mi nd , _the author 
has attempted to analyse and to account for the experimental results 
obtained. 
The author would like to extend hia sincerest appreciation to Prof- 
essor D. W. lcGlashan, whoae ef:.ticient supervision and direction lead 
to the author•e inte1est in the economic beneficiation of mai:i,ganeee 
oxide minerals. 
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I • fT. ODUCT I ON 
In the recov r OI nangane s e oxide nn ner a.Ls by flotation, floc- 
culation and subsequent , .0 ·lomeration of the valuable minerals are f ac- 
tors of major importance. To accomplish agglomeration, oil-in-~a er 
emulsion. stabilizec with alrali soaps and petroleum sulfonate, are 
commonly used. In resent industrial processes large quantities of emul- 
sions must be used to secure n erfective recovery of the man anese oxide 
miner· ls.· ior a plant to operate profitab]y, it is essential that the 
emulsion component must ful ill one or more oI° the following req_uire- 
ments: t1) they must be inexpensive, (2) they must be recoverable from 
the flotation products, and (3) they must yield good results at smaller 
quantities. 
By using more expensive, but also better components, emulsion quan- 
tities may be reduced to a point where these components actually permit 
cheaper over-all processin. This economic factor was one of the ob- 
jectives in conductin this s t udy , while another dealt with the theore- 
tical a ects o" ion-indu e locculation of manganese oxide minerals. 
ith re a1 to the Lat t er subj t, two current, partial controversial 
c9nc pt exi·t. Int ei 1er dealing with the matter, McGlashan and 
Beebe (1:1 J.) st· ted t, t " inversion from an oil-in-water (0/W) to a 
wate1-in-oil (1/0) e sion is crefted after the reactive carboxylic ends 
of the emulsi yi constit ents have formed in oluble salts with the 
cations· t the mineral surfaces: whe1 a, Gates (2:1369) prefers a com- 
plete ul ific tion r ther ·~ an an inversion. Both concepts are still 
merely postulat d t 
or the oth r, but 1 t 
of hJ K s~., dy wa not to disprove one 
t. up ort th one th .t. accounts 11iu. t favorably 
IOr th m 1 0 i ult . 
II • TH.EORhlT ICAL CONS IDER.AT IONS 
Separation of minerals by means of flotation depends upon the suc- 
cessful modification of the mineral-particle surf aces by chemicals; 
and no investigation involving flotation should be undertaken w;thout 
a knowled7e of the surface characteristics and behavior of minerals in 
a liquid environment. 01 special importance among the factors deter- 
mining interfacial behavior, are the chemical composition of the liquid, 
the solid·,·. nd the ''electrical nature of the system ," (3:2). The elec- 
trical phenom na are best under toad ·by an explanation of the electrical 
double layer occurrin · around a particle immersed in a liquid. The double 
1 yer may be formed by preferenti 1 adsorption of ions from the liquid 
in which the particle is suspended, or by ionization of the solid surface. 
(4:227). iig. 1 is a dia ramatic representation of such a double layer 
around a particle in which A represents the complete double layer, and 
Ethe Stern layer. The ions in the Stern layer are aQsorbed so tena- 
ciously by electro tatic and physical forces. that they are quite immov- 
able with respect to the Li qu i d (4: 214) . The ions adao rbe d into the 
surface · re termed potertial etermining or stabilizing ions (.rl'ig. l,C) 
and determine the i n o · the surface charge of the particle. On the 
li uid ide o· the st lnlizin ion ,, a diffuse layer of ions ( •1fg. l ,.n1) 
occur . 'ome o t e 101 s ( 'i ·. l ,D) ar held by the electrostatic 
attraction o the st hilizin ions and will migr t with the solid in 
n el ctric 1 "ield. T ese ion , plu the stabilizing ion , make up 
the ·tern l yer e o · relatively hi :her kine tic enerey, the 
majority o · hese ion ( 1 . l, 1) exert . ufricient osmotic repulsive 
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electrode and so may be detected potentiometrica.lly (4:214). These 
ions are movable with respect to the particle and comprise the Gouy 
layer. The particle together with the entire double layer (Stern and 
Gouy layers) is called a micelle, and the particle plus only the Stern 
layer, is called a char d micelle. 
The total potential drop between the body of the solid and the bulk 
of the liquid is the sun oI the potential drops across the Stern and 
Gouy laye~. The paten ,ial op acros the Gouy layer is termed the 
zeta-potential. This· otential can be determined experimentally. The 
frictional torce between the Stern layer on the ,article and the Gouy 
layer in the liquid ·s measurable in terms of the electrical 1orce re- 
quired to overcome the friction. This electrical 1orce denotes the 
, 
potential difrerence between the Stern layer ruid the bulk of the li~uid. 
and i ter11ed the zet - otential of the particle in sus pens i cn (4 :227). 
'I'he char ge density w.ithin t 10 doubl layer is determined by the 
thickneso of the i1 ovable p t of the double layer. If certain ions 
in the Stern layer e replaced by ions wh l ch are more strongly adsorbed 
to the solid, the tlnc ess of the Stern layer will be decreased and 
the char , e density within the ouble layer increaseu. A particle with 
high positive zeta-potential is surrounded by positively char .ed ions 
in the tern lay r n ne atively char d ions in the Gouy layer, · nd 
vice versa for a p t · cle i th a hi h ne zat Lve zeta-potential. 'I'her et or e , 
the surface of a ticle it 1 low zeta-potential must be influenced 
lmost qu lly by · nion · d c tions (5) . It ha been proven that in 
order 'or susnended p ticl 
P' ticle u t e lo,e d to 
to locculate, the zet· -potential of the 
ra tical value, dependin · upon the nature 
o he 01 · d · 1.c e (4 .  251). If .. locculation is brou .. ht about by 
-4- 
the adsorption of the ions of an electrolyte only, the Hardy-Schulze 
rule states that the adsorption of the ions is in the following order: 
quadrivalent_ trivalent~ univalent (4:255). In such an adsorption pro- 
cess, the ions in solution enter into exchange adsorption with the ions 
in the Gouy layer, and at the same time some of the counter ion~ in the 
Stern layer may be displaced (4:263). When the ions causine the decrease 
of the zeta-potential are either hydrogen or hydroxyl ions, the pH at 
which the zeta-potential is decreased to the critical value by either of. 
these ions is termed the i a-electric point. 
It has been a.etermined ex)erimentally that manganese dioxide part- 
icles bear a n .ati ve su.r ace char e (6 :55). Although the state of 
oxidation of the ma 0.ane e u ne r a'Le in the Char co Redondo ore has not 
been identiI ied, it muld not be unr a,. enable to assume a similar condi- 
tion r o r them. Gates (,2 :1369) ssunes that on addition of sulfur dioxide 
to the pulped ore, m n .. anese ions are set free, presumably by a chemical 
reaction be tween the na ...... r,~ ...... ese minerals and the sulfur dioxide. These 
ions ares posed to be ado,, ed on the manranese minerals, promoting 
· ctive s ur .ace t or r eac t Lo n with the soap component of the ernu Ls Lon . 
He implies that the soap is withdrawn from solution when the emulsion 
is added to the pulp, and p1 ecipi ta.ted as insoluble mangane se eo ap mole- 
cules on the activated sur aces of t he minerals, with their hydrocarbon 
chains believed to be o i nt ated outward. Withdrawal of the soluble 
soap from the emulsion tend to cause an ei rul.s i on "·break:, 11 whereby the 
oil is fr ed 11 •••• to coales.ce and '· ilm the manganese minerals oy pref er- 
entially ettin t e atty cid covered surfaces .11 The manganese minerals 
are then r en oved rom the pulp by vi ror ou agitation of the suspension, 
which allm the oil-coate1d miner ls to a _glomerate by fusion of the oil 
-5- 
films ar ound individual particles. 'l'he agglomerates rise to the top 
of the cell and are skimmed of'. 1'he au f onate component of the emul- 
sion controls the size and density of the a~0'lomerates, presumably by 
a modi! ication of the surf ace ener .. ies at the water-oil interface. 
In their pep r on the same subject, HcGlashan and Beebe se~ forth 
the following .ostulate: ior to selective flocculation of the manganese 
m l ner-a.Ls all mineral particles in the pulp should be in a di~persed 
state. \·Jhile dispersion can pr obab Ly be affected by pH regulation only, 
rea ents s uc as sulfur ioxide and :~errous sulfate (which also have 
... · regulatin properties) improve the process. 'I'he dispersed manganese 
oxide mineral are believed to be at or ne ar their iso-ele9tric points 
and emulsion-induced locculation c n set in by one o.f two mechanisms: 
''(1) by udsorption o.t one or more of the divalent cations inherent in the 
pulp, which will act as activators toward fatty ac i c anions, or (2) by 
· dsorption of neutr~l molecules at the surface.•' The emulsion is added 
to the pulp as an o/ 1 emulsion. The divalent cations at the mineral 
. urfaces react with the reactive ends of the hydroca.rbon constituents, 
(soap and petroleu n sulfonate) and the hydrocarbon chains of these con- 
s ti tuente attach t e ·tic e to the oil droplet. Since the reaction 
between t1 rea tiv 
duces in olubl alt , 
mary fu c t ro n o the 
~ d~ of tbe Qoap and the petroleum sulfonate pro- 
he o/w emul ion i h reby " destroyed!' The pri- 
lf om te Ls to prevent premature des t rucm on of 
the nru.l ion. The " de tro ed ,. · o/w emul ion i probably an inversion 
which results in th ornation o a w/o emulsion. All mt ner a.Ls takin · 
art in the re ct ion it 1 the hy ·occ bon r act t ve nds are now Lnc Lud.ed 
in the dis er ed oil > ,. e o the w/o emulsion, which rises· to the su.r- 
face o ·· th , co t i ,1i1w th unr eac t d min r a'l !)'1r ,icle · . 
i1locculation of the manganese mineral particles is not dependent upon 
the emulsion, but the physical separation of the two phases is facili- 
tated by the use ot· emulsions. 
Oil-in-water emulsions consist of oil droplets dispersed in a con- 
tinuous water phase. A g_uite stable emulsion results if a small quantity 
of oil is hi ·hly dispersed in a lar .e amount of water. This stability 
is due to the electrical potential on the colloidal d.ispersed droplets. 
The electrical potential is evidenced by the fact that the droplets 
move in a definite direction when subjected to an electrical field. 
Alone, the electrical potential on the droplets· can not maintain sta- 
bility of the emulsion it the dispersed phaQe is present in la1ger amounts. 
Thus~ a third component is essential or additional stability. This com- 
ponent is called an emulsi yin a ent or emulsifier. 
The I Unction o · the emulsi .Ler , essentially, is to concentrate at 
the oil-water interface. Generally, an emulsilier which promotes the 
ormation o · stable o/ f emu.ls ion will not stabilize a w/ 0 emulsion 
and vice v r s a , The stabilizing· effect of the emulsifier is due to the 
lowerin · ·o' the inter acial t.ens i on between the oil and water phases. 
Bancro.r. t (4 :337) has employed thi concept to account for the occurrence 
of both o/w and w/o e lsio According to the double interracial ten - 
s ion theory, the e u'l i ·yin ,~ ent t the oil-water interface should 
have thic e s o at le, t three molecules: one of water, one of emul- 
sif"ier, and one or oil. The I ilm on one side is in contact with oil 
and on the other side in cont ct with water. ~nterfacial tenstons occur 
at each o .. these two i ter ace . r-· the tension at the interface water- 
enulsir'ier i ·e ter t an at the inter:tace oil-emulsifier, the film 
will tend to be a. i uc nner as e comi ng convex toward the water 
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side. Since the film is now concave on the oil side. it will tend to · 
include oil droplets, and therby. forming an O/W emulsion. If the 
reverse conditions exist, the film will tend to surround the water drop- 
lets, riving rise to a w/o emulsion. A general statement of Bancroft•s 
rule then is that if the molecules of the emulsifier at the interface are 
chiefly in the water phase. a staole o/w emulsion will be promoted, where- 
as when they are mainly in the oil phase, a w/o emulsion will tend to 
!orm. 
When an o/w emulsion is stabilized by a soap, it is believed that 
the hydrocarbon chain ends o the molecµles are orientated toward the 
on droplet an that the carboxyl c heads penetr~te through the inter- 
face into the water phase. The.a heads a1e ionized to a certain 
degree, and consequently, the urf ace of the droplet is actually made 
up ·of carboxyl (coo-) ions. which impart an ei'fective negative charge 
to the oil droplet (7:109). In emulsions stabilized by non-ionic mate- 
rials, or in the c· se of w/o emulsions, no such charge is conveyed to 
the dispersed droplet, unless, perhaps by the adsorption of the ions from 
the aqueous phase. A char e could also arise by the friction between 
the droplet and the dispersin medium (7:109). Very little experi- 
mental evidence has been athered to prove these statements, and some 
investi ators even eny the existence of charged droplets in w/o emul- 
sions. 
In considering hen ture of n electrical double layer around a 
dispersed droplet in an e ulsion, Verwey (7 :116) stat es that a double 
l· yer could robably occur on i ther ide or the interface. In this 
respect Tempel (7:116) oint out that in the case of an o/w emulsion 
the m lle t art o th potenti 1 of the double layer occurs in the 
-8- 
aqueous, dispersing phase (in absence of an emulsifier). This is fatal 
to stability, and such systems have a strong tendency to coalesence. 
When emulsifiers concentrate at the interface, the potential difference 
between the interiors of the two phases remains the same, provided 
the ionic concentrations of the emulsifier in the bulk phases are not 
affected by adsorption processes. The change in potential due to the 
adsorption of the emulsifier is compensated by rearrangement of the dis- 
solved ions across t e interface, and the bigger part of the charge is 
now concentrated in the aqueous phase, constituting a Lar se enough zeta- 
potential to secure the stability of the o/w emulsion (7 :117) . 
.J'inely powdered solids may also act as stabilizing agents towards 
emulsions, provided they exlibit the following properties: (1) the part- 
icle must o into tne ineric (liquid/liquid) interfacer hence, they 
must be wetted by both phases to such a de gr ee that the miscibility of 
the two pha es is increase_c, (2) the particles must be wetted more 
stron ly by one phase than by the other, and (3) they must form a co- 
herent plastic · ilm · ound the dispersed· droplets.. 
Inversion is a ty:pe of emulsion instability whereby the emulsion 
may suddenly chan rom one of oil-in-water to water-in-oil. The 
maximum pac that small, uniform droplets can occupy when packed as 
close s pos~ible, is 74' o the total volume. Thus, mathematically 
speal in , an emulsion s aou'l.d invert on passing through 74% volume. 
But , the pheri_cal i oplets in an·emulsion are never of uniform size. 
It is pos ible to prep e emul ions with a volume concentration as 
l i .s 99f wi tho t e occUI rence of inversion .. 
more realistic ap roac to the mechanism of inversion is presented 
. by Schulm n ad Coe (7.141). In order to understand their analysis, 
one must consider an 0/i emulsion stabilized by an emulsifying agent 
and an additional negative charge (~ig. 3a). If multivalent cations, 
like Ba++ or Ca++, are added to the system, these ions neutralize the 
negative charge, enabling the· oil droplets to coacervate: that is, to 
come together and r or m bi '~er individual oil droplets within the. water 
phase (fig. 3b). The coacervatin~ droplets entrap small amounts of the 
aqueous phase (Eig. 3c), and the molecules of the interfacial film can 
now realign themselves in such a f as hi.on that irregularly shaped drop- 
lets of wat r, stabilized by a ri id, uncharged film, are formed. Sub- 
sequent coa ulation of the coacerv tes of oil completes the process of 
inversion. 
/hen selecting oaps a.:> components of a tertiary emulsion system, 
considerable trial and error work could be eliminated by a lrnowledge of 
the er ectiveness with which a soap can be used as either a w/o or an 
O/W ernulsi ier, or a det r ent, or a solubilizing agent. This information 
can be obtained for certain types of reagents 'by knowing their hydrophile- 
lipophile-balance (HLB) numbers. Griftin (7:189) derived the following 
rormula for this deterninatio 1: 
HLE = 20(1 - i) 
where Si the saponi ic tion number of the ester, and A is the acid 
number o the acid. 
t,'urM er. the hydrop il,e•-lipo hile character of. both oils and sur- 
~ace ctive agents can e etern.ned by an experimental procedure de- 
c1ibed by Greenwald, Bron, nd 'ineman (7:197). The method ie based 
upon etermin tion o a o-caJ:led water number for each a rent. 
water number d note di ere nt surr ace characteristics. 
i.rr'erent 
etermination o e·t er or water numbe r would be a logical 
J.Q- 
e 3b o • Lgu.r ~ .. 3c:. 
Sur'f ac . Coalesc nee of 
0 1 Drople"s 
( J3 chr)(7:142)) 
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starting point for an investigution of this nnture. Unfortunately, the 
writer wo.s not aware of' these procedures at the outset of this investi- 
gation. 
-12- 
III. EXPETIIMENTAL METHODS AND DATA 
Preparatory work, which was more or less oontinoue throughout this 
investigation, coneist_ed of the pr epa ra't-Lon of the ore and emulsions. 
Techniques employed f~r the •liberation·of ~anganese oxide minerals from 
the associated gangue minerals were ·not different from those us~d for 
any flotation process.· However, the techniques for preparation and con- 
trol of emulsions differed sharply from the usual preparation and addi- 
tion. I~ the follo~ing presentation the sequence of these el~mental 
experimental factors are set forth in detail. 
A. Preparation of the ore. 
Previous to this investigation a large-sample (5,800 pounds) of 
the ore from the Charoo Redondo ~ine had been thoroughly mixed and re- 
duced in particle size to all minus 8 mesh, and then re-mixed •. Aliquot 
samples for th grinding tests and later for the flotation tests were 
taken from the all minus 8 mesh ore. 
Prior to the grinding tests the moisture content was deter.mined to 
be 8%, and the charges for grinding and flotation were adjusted to dry 
weight. In order to minimize the tendency of the ore to be thixotropic 
and to prevent overgrinding, all grin'ds were ma.de a.ta percentage solids 
of 40%. A standard laboratory rod load was used (24 steel rods 10 in. 
long and six of each of the following diame1t.ers: j/4 in., 5/8 in., 1/2 
in., and 3/8 in.), and the mill (Galigher'Co.) had a capacity of 500- 
1000 grams of ore. 
The grinding tests are summarized in Table 11 in the appendix to 
this report. Inspection of this t ble shows that atlO minutes the ore 
is 94.3% minus 200 mesh, and that t 15 minutes 97.ry/o passes minus 
-1;- 
200 mesh. For each series of flotation tests the grinding time \·as re- 
corded along with other important data. 
B. Emulsion in~redients. 









Diesel oil Jo. 2 (Standard Oil Company) 
nulfonate O.S. (Sun Oil Company) 
Pronon 505 (Process Chemical Company) 
Propaste X (Process Chemical Company) 
Dimethyl sulphide (Crown Zellerbach Corporation) 
Potassium Sunaptate A (Sun Oil Company) 
Emool 4150 (Emulsol Chemical Corporation) 
Pamak ro. l (Herculus Powder Company) 
Diesel oil was the common constituent of every emulsion, and along 
with one or two of the other ingredients constituted the emulsions. 
For convenience, the propertie of the other ingredients are listed as 
reported by the supnliers. 
J3 
Sulfonate O.S. This petroleum sulfonate is the sodium salt of the 
oil soluble fractions of sulfonic acids produced by the sulfonation 
of carefully selected petroleum distillate fractions. The compound 
has n aver. e molecular weight of ~45 and a sulfonnte content of 
6or. ater solutions containing 10% active ingredients were prepared. 
Pronon 505 8 is an e tylene oxide adduct of a.lip. atic alcohol. As 
a 3% aqueous solution it has a pH o~ 6-7, and a 0.1% solution has 
a surface tension of 29.; dynes/cm. Its interfacial tension against 
white mineral oil is 7. dynes/cm,. and it is recommended as a strong 
wetting ent an det r nt. 
14- 
9 
Propaste X. The compound is a narrow cut sodium alcohol sulphate, 
of which a lOt aqueous solution has a pH of 8.2-8.8, and is promi- 
nently used as a penetrant and detergent. 
ll 
Dimethyl sulphide. The• r a nth s the following chemical formula., 
(CI~)2S, and is approximately 99.8% pure. 
10 
Potassium Sun tate A. The acid, which is commer c Ia l Iy known as 
Sunaptic Acid Gr de A, is a monocarboxylic derivative of naphthene 
CI~n-C!Ia 
hydrocarbons, of hich cyclohexo.ne-- CH2 LJ-m~ --is representative. 
CH2 -Cr~ 
The cid con tituents have n verage molecular weight of 297, and 
the average type formula for the compound is C11H2n_402• Concentra- 
tions of the saponified ester below 1% have viscosities little dif- 
ferent from ,ater. or a 5. by weight solution of the sodium soap 
the surface tension is pnroximately 29 dynes/cm at 800 F, and the 
interfacia.1 tension against a paraffinio oil (Sunvis 11) is approx- 
imately l dyne/cm. The acid has nn acid number of 178 and a bromine 
number of 10. 'hem imum unsnponifiable matter in the acid is 6%, 
and its m~jor lses are closely allied to those of the fatty acids, 
especially rith res ect to surface properties. 
12 
Emcol 4150 is an c clic urface active derivative of sulfosuccinic 
acid as its diso iu~ salt. It is being used successfully as a flo- 
tation a ent in the proces. ing of low-grade manganese ores, and has 
been experimentallr used in the flotation of low-grade iron ores. 
14 
Pamak 1o. 1. The ~cid consists chiefly of the fatty acids linoleic 
( CI~ ( CH::i )4 CH :C C CH .ci ( cf-k )7 COOH) and oleic ( CH3 ( 0 2 )7 CH :.CH( CH.? )7 COCH). 
The average ol cul r ,·ei ht of th acid constituents is 288, and 
the iodine nu ber is 1, . 
-15- 
C. Prenaration of emulsions. 
All of the emulsions pre red contained various percentages of either 
two or three ingredients, but in every case, Diesel oil No. 2 was one of 
the components. Except for the Diesel oil,stock solutions, containing 
10% of the active ingredient were prepared of each component. A percen- 
ta~e control system, based upon the active ingredient content of each re- 
agent was used. These control systems are presented as tertiary diagrams 
for the three component emulsions. For each emulsion the ingredients 
were measured, mixed together, and passed through a laboratory homogenizer. 
Prior to each test the emulsions were stirred to assure uniformity. 
D. Activating agent. 
In o.11 tests ferrous sulphate (FeS04.7H20) was used as the activating 
agent. Later on, the activating po,;er of the ferrous ion is discussed. 
E. Flotution procedure. 
One .fi:rth of a lon ton, or 448 grams of the minus 8 mesh ore, was 
first ground and then decanted from the rod mill into a laboratory flo- 
tation cell. After adjustment of the pulp level, the pH of the pulp was 
determined for each test. Conditioning w s carried out at 2160 rpm in 
the flotation cell. After 15 seconds of conditioning with ferrous sul- 
phate, the emulsion was added. During conditioning the flow and deform- 
ation ch racteristics of the pulp were closely obnerved and recorded. 
Throughout conditionin continuous pll measurements were made. Condition- 
ing times were not less than 5 minutes~ nor more tho.n io minutes for any 
one te t. 
-16 
All flotation tests were carried out at 1220 rpm. For· those tests 
regarded as satisfactory the flotation times were recorded for roughing 
and each cleaning operation. Only products from the tests that appeared 
to yield good results were saved for chemical analysis. The assayist 
was Mr. C. J. Bartzen, ontana School of Mines. 
F. Presentation of data. 
All data recorded in the laboratory and the chemical analyses have 
been summarized and are presented in the tnbles and figures listed below. 
E u L S I O N s Y S T E M 
OIL: Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel ·Diesel Diesel 
oil oil oil ·011 oil oil oil 
SOAP: Pronon Pro- Di ethyl Pa.mak Pot.Sun Pot.Sun Emcol 
505 paste X sulphide No. 1 A A 4150 












IV. sum. ARY A.FD cm-.CLUSION 
The experimental results for each of the emulsion systems tested 
are first revieted, and then in the light of these data the mechanism 
of the particular type of flotation is discussed. Attention to the ta- 
bles and figures in the appendix is invited. 
Pronon 505--0il--Sulfonate Tests 
None of the tests was good enough to justi~y assay expenses 
on the flotation products. The best cbs erved results were obtained 
with 5% of Pronon 505 in the emulsion. Selective recovery of the 
manganese minerals ras e .. rt r eme Iy poor, and it was .somet Imee found 
that all solids in the pulp could be floated. A reasonable "break 
point11--sep ration of the man
0
anese bearing froth from the tailings 
--was never attained. 
Pronaste X--Oil--Sulfonate Tests 
. The extremely poor agglomeration of the manganese minerals in 
the pulp caused a high man~anese loss in the tailings. A longer 
grin ing period of 20 minutes 1as tried without any improveme11t. 
All tests were very lengthy and the selectivity poor. 
Di. ethyl sulphide--011--Sulfonate Testo 
In the best one of thes· tests a slight agglomeration was ob- 
served. The . naanese loss in the tailings was less noticeable, 
but the grade oft e concentr~te suffered equally. For the rougher 
operation a flot tion time of 11 minutes was required. Additional 
-18- 
ferrous sulphate had a slight bene~icial effect in that very little 
mangnnese was lost in the rougher tailings. 
A luck in selectivity ,as observed in all three of these series of 
tests. A reasonable expl nation for this phenomenon is difficult, unless 
it is assumed that some collector molecules attach themselves to the 
ga.ngue minerals which are then recovered in the concentrate. Where a 
heavy manganese loss in the tailings occured, it could possibly be reme- 
died by more collector, if we assume that some of the collector is pre- 
cipitated on gangue particles. ore collector, however, could again ac- 
count for more gangue in the concentrate. As noted before, an increase 
in the amount of ferrous sulphate reduced the manganese loss in the tail- 
ings. This could be accounted if we assume that the ferrous sulphate 
acts as an activator rather than a pH controlling agent only. 
Potassium Sunaptate A--Oil Teats 
Potussiu1 ~unaptate A.was used as the sole emulsifier in the 
two-component emulsion systems. Some of these tests yielded very 
encouraging recoveries. Hcweve r , the grades of the concentrates 
wer extremely poor. It was noted that an increase in the percent- 
age Sunaptate in the emulsions resulted in a shorter flotation time, 
whereas an incre se in both the amounts of Sunaptate and oil reduced· 
manganese losses in the t ilings. ,,,/hen the amount of' ferrous sul- 
phate was increased from to 15 pounds per long ton, the manganese 
fall-out in the tailings decreased sharply. 
Potas iu Sunaptate A--011--Sulfonate Testa 
The two-co onent system proved unsati factory, and Sulfonate 
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O.S. was added to the emulsions in an attempt to improve results_ 
·without using a higher quantity level of emulsion ingredients. 
The three-component system verified the suspected importance of 
the sulfonate in the emulsions. Even the first test showed many 
qualities superior to the be~t test run with the two-component emul- . . 
sion sftem. Not only was the percentage of manganese in the concen- 
trate increased, but much less time. was required for each flotation 
operation. Agglomeration of the manganese minerals was improved, 
and a ·defini~e "break point'' was observed toward the end of the 
roughing operation. This persisted throughout each of the four 
subsequent cleaning operations. 
It was then·noted in other tests that as the amount of oil 
in the emulsion was increased, more manganese was lost in the tail- 
ings, even though the assays showed that the grade of the concentrate 
was better. This observation led to the investigation of the effect 
of smaller amounts of oil and larger amounts of Sunaptate. The re- 
sult was a more fluffy froth, but also a better recovery.and grade, 
due to sharper "break points,11 improved agglomeration of the manga- 
nese bearing minerals, and definite end points. 
Dy reducing the grinding time from 10 to 5 minutes, lower grade 
concentrates were made, but the recovery was raised. It was also 
observed that better "break points" resulted with the shorter grind- 
ing period, possibly due to less slimes in the·pulp. The slime 
particles could retard "breaking" by coating the manganese oxide 
minerals. Such a slime coating, with its characteristic electric 
charge, would prevent the manganese minerals from flocculation and 
thu_a subsequent agglomeration. The harmful effect of slime part- 
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icles was illustrated by a test for which the ore uas ground for 
20 minutes in stead of the usual 10 minutes. Selective agglomera- 
tion was very poor and a low-grade concentrate resulted. 
The most interesting test, economically speaking, was one that was 
run at 30 pounds of emulsion per long ton of ore. This test, CH-Su?li7- 
; (Table 6), yielded a concentrate con~aining )9-7% Mn with a recovery 
of 95.8%, compared to 39.0% Mn o.nd 97.11, obtained with a.n emulsion of 
the same compo sd.t.Lon , but at 40 pounds per long ton. Moreover, the in- 
soluble matter in the concentrate was decreased by 1.7% and the manganese 
in the tailings by 0.9%. 
The test that gave the best results, considering grade and recovery 
of manganese, was carried out with an emulsion consisting of 55~b Potassium 
Sunaptate A, l~{ Sulfonate O .S., and 30% Diesel oi 1 No .2 ( CH-Su~0 -4, 
Table 7). A grade of 41.4,o Mn with a recovery of 95.9% of the manganese 
in the ore were secured. The amount of oil consumed in this flotation 
test was so little, that its presence seemed to be of minor consequence 
in the operation. Another test, CH-Sun:a5-4, (Table 7) was then run with 
an emulsion containing no oil and the same amounts of sulfonate and Sun- 
aptate as CH-Suna0 -4. ·This test verified th~ relative insignificance 
of the oil, in that the concentrate assayed ~8.9% Mn and a recovery of 
97.11 was procured. To explain this phenomenon, the concentration of the. 
manganese minerals should be considered as a process in which the Sunap- 
tate and sulfonate act as collectors as well as frothers in the srune 
manner as xanthates and pine oil n the conventional flotation of sulphide 
mineralo. ·'1th respect to this statement, an important point should be 
mentioned here: no definite, if any, inversion was observed in the tests 
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run with emulsions containing laree amounts of Sunaptate. Such emulsions 
also caused,a sli~ht increase in the pH of the pulp, a phenomenon which 
could be ascribed to the fact that the pH of the sunapt.at;e solution was 
found to be 9.5. 
The Inflµence of Potassium Sunaptate A, Sulfonate O.S., 
and Diesel oil No. 2 on Recovery and Grade 
The cross-hatched area in Fig. 9 represents those emulsion compo- 
sitions that yielded recoveries of 95% or better, and grades of ~9.0% 
Mn or better. The rest of the area outlined in the diagram shows emul- 
sion compositions that gave recoveries of 95% or better, but with grades 
of )8.5% Mn or better. 
·Inspection of Fig. 4 shows that both recovery and ~rade remain rather 
constant with a variation of the percentage Sunaptate in the emulsions 
from 20-50%. Below 201 Sunaptate the grade decreases and the recovery 
increases; above 5~~ there occurs a sharp increase in the grade, followed 
by just as sharp a decrease above 55% Su_naptate. Only a sligI:it improve- 
ment in the recovery occur-s above 50% Sunapto.te·. 
From Fig.6 it is very obvious that the amount of Sulfonate O.S. 
in the emulsions is of great importance ne a determining factor for the 
grade of the concentr te. A variation of as little as 20% in this amount 
accounts fore. change of more than 4% Mn in the concentrate. 
· The role of the amount of oil in the emulsions is illustrated by 
Figs. 5a and 5b. :.1th emulsions containing from 25-70% oil, fairly good 
gr~des as well as recoveries were obtained. Above 7CY}~ oil, a sharp in- 
crease in the grade occurs, hile the recovery drops at_ an apparently 
similar rate. In Fig. 5b the increase ln grade with a corresponding 
-22- 
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decrease in recovery as the amount of oil is inc~eased, is clearly de- 
monstrated. The emulsions for which the results are represented in this 
figure, contnined equal amounts of sulfonate and Sunaptate. 
• In Table 9 emulsion costs are compared for three emulsion systems 
that delivered saleable products. '/hen Pamak No. l is the soap consti- 
tuent in an emulsion containing 60 pounds of enrulsion ingredients, it 
will cost 350.4 cents to treat one long ton of ore. The same operation 
will cost 370.8 cents if 40 pounds of an emulsion in which Potassium 
Suna.ptate A is the soap constituent, is used. :rhen the latter emulsion 
is utilized at ;o pound~ per long ton of ore, the operation will cost 
only 278.l cents. The v riation in cost is particularly due to the 
difference in price of the two soaps, as well as the s~all amount of 
oil required for the emulsions containing Sunaptate. The cost involved 
in the saponifica.tion of the commercial acids were not considered for 
this calculation. 
Emcol l~l 0--0il--Sulfonate Tests (Table No. 8) 
< - 
The tests that were run without any sulfonnte in the emulsions 
ahow d no "break po mt.s ;" no end points, and no selectivity at all. 
','v'hen the amount of oil in the emulsions was increased, all these 
undesirable pro erties ~ere intensified. With sulfonate in the 
emulsion, very good froths were procured, but. even so, the manganese 
fall-out in the t ilin0s was so severe that no cleanings were car- 
ried out on the rougher concentrates. 
By using 60 in stead of 40 pounds of emulsion per long ton 
of ore, the Lo s s of manganes e in the tailines wa.s derainished, and 
the defects in the )rocess could probably be further cured by the 
addition of more ferrous sulph te to the pulp. This pos ibility 
-2 - 
was not investigated. 
~ith respect to the mechanism of the flotation proceDs, the writer . 
proposes the follo1ing: 
· The activating agent, ferrous sulphate (FeS04• 7rla0), which Lo used 
in the process, is a. well known reducing agent for ?1nel,a. Assuming that 
the ferric ions (~errous ions oxidized by the manganous ions) are adsorbed 
more strongly on the manQanese minerals than the ions originally present 
in the pulp, the chemical reaction with the corresponding change in zeta- 
potential.of the minerals can be presented as in Figs. 2a and 2b. Since 
the manganese minerals bear positive surface charges due to adsorption 
of qf the trivalent ferric ions after ·the oxidation-reduction reaction 
at.the mineral surfaces, the sop ions can now react with the ferric 
ions to form insoluble ferric soaps on the activated mineral surfaces. 
If.the collection process of the minerals is one of emulsion-induced 
flocculation, the withdra,al of the soap from the emulsion can result 
in an inversion. from an 0/''' to a W/0 emulsion, the continuous oil phase 
of hich will now cover the soap-coated manzanese minerals preferentially. 
Agitation of the pulp will bring the oil-filmed particles together and 
co~cervation of the oil films· aroune the individual particles can take 
place. Subsequent co gulation of the coacervates results in agglomeration 
of manganese articles entrapped in the oil phase. These agglomerates 
are readily visible in the froth. 
The average pH of the pulp after addition of 5 pounds per long ton 
of ferrous sulphate is 7.8. At this pH, it is believed that the manganese 
oYide minerals a.re near their iso-electric points, and flocculation could 
actually occur prior to addition of the emulsion to the pulp. Such a 
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activated minor&l surfaces; and, since the total sur~ace area of the 
particles is smaller too, less oil would be used in the filming process. 
Since a dfinite inversion was never obtained in any of the tests 
that were run witl emulsions containing bunaptate, it is debatable whe- 
ther the sulfonate in these emulsions acted as n stability controller 
for the emulsions, or as just another emulsi~ring agent, which reacted 
similarly to the Sunaptate at the activated mineral surfaces. 
To consider the feasibility of c~teo' point of view for the activa- 
tion of the manganese oxide minera.ls by the addition of sulfur dioxide 
to the pulp, one must assume that manganous ions are liberated in the 
pulp by a re~ction between the sulfur dioxide nnd the manganese oxide 
particles. Seemingly, the only pos~ible reaction is o~e in which the 
oxygen-hungry sulfur dioxide will acquire oxygen from the manganese ox- 
ide minerals: therebr relecsing mnnganous ions, which are then adsorbed 
on tho manganese po.rticle surfaces. This reaction would be a possible 
one if there was no other oxygen available in the system. However, the 
oxygen content of the pulp is sufficient to provide the sulfur dioxide 
with all the oxye:en it needs. It must, therefore, be concluded that 
Gates' postul te has very little theoretical support. 
In order to give an account for some of the experimental results 
obtained, it mig.t be useful to consider a sinGle mancanese mineral 
particle, ·ith a definite surface area, as a starting point. If the sur- . 
face of this particle is covered with insoluble soap molecules, one layer 
thick, the surface are# of the particle will be increased to a· certain 
degree, depending u on the dimensions ~fa single soap molecule. Essen- 
tially, this means that the bie;rser the molecule, the greater the final 
surfo.ce ~ r a of V1e p rticle shou Ld be, nd the more oil will be required 
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to coat such a particle with an oil film of a specific thickness. It 
has been determined experimentally that the Pa.mak No. 1 soap requires 
36 pounds of oil per one long ton of ore to yield a high-grade concen- 
trate. On the other hand, the saponified naphthenic acid, Sunaptic Acid 
Grade A, required only 9 pounds of oil for the same amount of o~e to 
give a high-grade concentrate. 
In iiew of what has just been said about the increase in surface area 
caused by the soup nolecules, one would expect that the soap with the lo- 
wer molecular weight, and in this specific case also the smaller molecule, 
would require the lo.rr;er a.mount of oil. This is exactly what has been 
found in th~ laboratory. Ho•1ever, the difference in the average molec~lar 
weights of the activo ingredients in the soaps, is only.eleven. So, one 
might say that such a small difference in molecular weights could hardly, 
if·at all, uccolnt for the great difference in oil consumption. Bearing 
in mind that the naphthenic acid is a cyclic o.cid, whereas the linoleic 
nd oleic acids are straight chain acids, and depending upon the arranee- 
ment of the molecules on the mineral surfaces, the cyclic molecule may 
actually increase the surface area to a greater extent thnn is indicated 
by its molecular weight only. In connection with this reasoning, it 
should also be borne in mind that oil is not absolutely necessary in 
the flotation process when the soap constituent in the emulsion is Po- 
tassium Sunaptate ~- 
One would also expect that a cyclic molecule would cover a.bigger 
area than would a straight chain molecule, and that fewer cyclic mole- 
cules than strai ht chain molecules would be needed to cover a given sur- 
face area. Therefore, less soap, consisting of cyclic molecules, should 
be able to do the same work as a soap consisting of straight chain mole- 
-;o- 
cules. This is not quite in agreement with experimental results. Re- 
membering, horever, that one of the important functions of the soap is 
to act as an emulsifier, the pos. ibility exists that the bigger molecule 
may be the weaker emulsifier, and that more of.it might be required to 
replace a smaller molecule but a better emulsifier. 
The experimental data upon which this report is based, demonstrate 
clearly that Potassium Sunaptate A is an excellent flotation reagent 
for the concentration of manganese oxide minerals in the Charco Redondo 
ore. This statement is supported thoroughly, if the cost of a reagent 
compared to the cost of its possible substitutes, the saleability of 
the product it yields, the ti~e involved in procuring the product, and 
the quantity of the reagent required to deliver a high~quality product, 
are considered as determinin~ factors when evaluating a'rea~ent. Judg- 
ing by these criteria, eliminates Pronon 505, Propaste X, and Dimethyl 
su phide. Emcol ~150 yields froths with very desirable properties, 
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01inA.l g tS 
f!n-r,ni 'ti,nni n,~ t'ime 10 min 
1 () m; n 
n.-r-c ,.,,n -c ,~.~ +. ·i w,o 
_, 
TABLE No, 4 
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TABLE No, 5 
~UBJECT To deter ine the abiliti of Potassium SunaEtate A as a sole emulsifier 
of Deisel Oil No. 2 and the effect of the emulsion on the flotation of manganese. 
GJiINDING One fifth lab. long ton for ten min. at 40~\; solids 
~MUL~ION COMPONhlN'TS Po t os sd um Sunao t at e A1 Diesel Oil No. 2 
1!1LOTA~ION Ad.d teSO'21H~O 1 condition 1 min. 1 add emulsion 1 Qo;nc1-1tion 4 min ~:t 216Q 
1:J;lffi I I tloat at l220 rnm. 
T E S T NUMBER 
-W.m,11 s Lo 1. com!) .. 
1~H-Sun,-6 DH-Sunlh-6 C H-Sun~-lJ. DH-SunA -1.~ CH-Sun~-4 CH-Sun ,...J.,. 
pct. 011 7'1 7,;:, 7.5 GO so 
Sn~Tl 2~ 2'1 2~ =o i:;o 
PAt-;.... S111 -P. 
Pounds Oil 4~ 7 J:; r,r, ~o qo 20 20 
So/3.n I ] t:; ]0 cc 10 ~o 20 20 per 
Petr. Sulf. ton 
TOTAL ho {;n ho , ?n l.Ln LJ.() 
Activator W PRO ,4 71L 0 H1P.S0. 7H_n WA~O ... 7R- .. n li'P.~0 .. 7 l-Ll: H,A~n 7·q_n ~,~s{) 7r.:r n 
lb/ton 
- ~· ,,J t.:; - ,;;,, ~-- ('J ~ ,c;, ,~ ,c:; A~tivator h - - 
89.:S 90.~ % wt. Concentrate 
Minn1inR"A 
T:cd 1 i nzs 10 ... 7 q_~ 
pct. Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn Assay Insol Insol Insol Insol Insol Insol. 
Concentrate ~L~ ~ ~~.6 ,4_4 I 14 ~ 
Middlings 
Tailings 
1 ~ ·~ s.o 1 ~ .0 8 .. 0 
40:0 ~u.o 44.4 4q.8 
"/, Concentrat,e q6.o q7. o T~.o 7~.9 Dis tr. 
1.ddl1n 
Tailings ~- .. 0 2 .)~. 
27.0 26.1 
pH Tni t.i ~.'1 
a n g. :·~ cS. q g ~'l~ g_q s.q 
-Ar.ti vabo r 8.0 7.8 1.q 7 -~- 7.Cl 7.0 
"Rmu1sion s.~ 9.0 8.0 g 0 8.2 7.4 
t4 .in.q.1 8.~ q_1 8.1 8.0 8.~ 7.4 
Cnniiition1ne time i:; min ') min ~ min 5 min '5 mir ~ min 
(l.,..-1 n~°' nP +. i m,A 1 0 mi TI 10 min } 0 mi 'n 10 min 10 rrri r 10 miTI 
'- - 
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SUBJECT To determine the 
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Summary of F otation Test Data 
SUBJiQT 
G:RINDIHG 




li!mn1 A in "l r.nm-n .. CH-Sun"' -- , 
pct. Oil '10 
~n~n 2i:; 
PAt-;._ ~n1-f"_ 2i;-.; r' 
Pounds on 1 i:; 
per So;A:n 7. fi 
ton Petr. Su1-f .. . 7 .. ~ 
TOTAL ~o 
Activator 1• eSOA 7H-O 
lb/tnn Al'!ti vator ~ 
% Wt. Concentrate ~8 p J 
Mi n,n1 i n . .o-R 1 r.:: n I I .I 
'T~-i 1 in~ 6 s:< -• 
pct. As 
Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn ay Insol Insol Ineol Insol Insol Insol 










% Concentr te Q~ .~ I =z[i_ a 
Dis tr. _, .., 
Middlings 
:( ? 
u.a ~ .,., 
T lings , " 1~.3 
pH rni ·ti a1 
8.q 
-A,t"ti v,cd-.,n"r" 7 q 
~m,,1 a.inn 7 _q 
H'i ·nsil 7_q 
f!n·nnitinnine time 5 min 
n,_-,.'4 ra;4-4 ,n !: ·+. i fflA 10 min 
TABLE No,6(contd) 
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MINERAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES 
Montana ._,.chool of Mines 
Butte. Montana 
Su.mmaxi of Flotation Test Data 
~UBJiCT ~Q CQ:termi 1Je tb~, ef ·Ee c; :t azan ~ n a crE -111:mcoJ 11-J 5!2 as an erimJ sH:j ~1· mJd coJ J ec:tc:c 
hl tb~ se1 ~cth~::e f J cto:tj OD oE man Pt1D,lA c ,n .. j c1 e r.ojDcJ .. al,s 
GRINDING One rifth lp~b I lonP ton for ten mi D, ,.:: j; ~Q< So] i C 9 J 
~MUL~ION COMPONENTS Di~ f3 ~ l QjJ l-fQ I 2. l.TLJ"Q] 1,.J 5Q. SuJt onnte Q s 
J!1LQTA~ION I QIQ li'eSQaHaQ I c or1cl i ·i/1 CD J Flj JJ I • ., , ~11lll] s•i cm I CQDClj tj QD 6 2J60 ru,1 rnhJ ~t 
r-QJU. I float a;~ 1220 rorn 
- 
T E s T N u MB E R 
?.m,, 1 f!d 10, comn, CH-~,,,-~- C J:l.!..]JJ r= _l.~ CH-~c-6 CB-E~-6 
pct. Oil ')0 ~o t::() 60 
~,n.An 2'1 ~r, ?l-"=i 20 
P1Atr .. Sn1+- ... 2~ 7; '1 ~~ 20 
Pounds Oil 20 12 7>0 '36 
per :So,qn 10 111. 111 12 
ton Petr .  Sulf. 10 lLl. ,~ 12 
TOTAL 40 uo 6cJ oO 
Activator u eSOA.7H~O PeSOA 7FI~Q_ ~S04,1Ha0 •1eS011.7H"JO 
ndtnn 1 Activator '1 ~ i:; ~ 
% Wt. Concentrate 81.2 ~ll; ~; <·;b .2 8"3 £5 
Mi nn1; n2A 
Tai l'in.e.-s ]8 g 7:;; -~ 1 ~ {'~ 16.~· 
pct. Assay Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn Mn Insol Insol Insol Insol Insol Insol. 
Concentrat ~lt. _:;, -~~ .0 1G ,)~ 16.6 




,~ 0 q ? 7 ~ 1 ~ ~ II T lin 47 ·" ~~ .r, l~o g ~~ ~ 0 l 
% qo ~ qt; !) a6.7 q-z ~ : Cone trate 1~; i:;6 ).i. ~? ? hh_0 fi.o g Di's tr. - - - .. 
iddli 
lings q_7 ~ 
;;:; ~ ~ h 7 
lf.~ 6 7>7.S l~~ 0 ~() -~ 
'Tn·i ti ~.1 -~ a 1 }{ a ·- (') n pH 
Ar.ti·vA.tor 7 e; 8.1 7_0 I 7 _q 
~m,11 Ai Oll 7 s b.2 8.] 8 ] 
B'i mil 7 g S· 2 8 ] Es ] 
~nnni ti1on1n2 time .7 min 7 1in 7 min 7 min 
,(l-,.,1 ,,,ni nP t. i m,Q 10 mi 11 ]0 min ] n min ] Q mi TI ~ u. •.~. 
~ ~I 
TABLE No. 8 
E M 11 L S I O N C OMPONEUTS 
D. 0. p k ulf. r 0~ Pot" suir . D. 0. Pot. Sulf 
No 2 0. 0. S. No. 2 Sun.A 0. s. No .. 2 Sun.A o. s. 
I 
Pct. 60 20 20 30 55 15 30 55 15 
lb./ 36 12 12 12 22 6 9 16.5 4.5 
t.o n 
Tot 1 60 4o 30 
11't ()'Y'I 
1Cost/ 2.9¢ 8.5¢ 12.0¢ 2.9¢ 12 .0¢ 12.0/:, 2.9¢ 12 0¢ 12.0¢ 
1b 
Cot 104.41:, 102.0¢ 144.oi 3408¢ 264.0¢ 72.0¢ 26.1i 198v0t 54.0¢ 
Tot 1 350.4¢ 370.8¢ 278.l~ 
'Cos t 
Tabl Non 9 
cos comp ed o. three different emulsion compositions 
6., 
TABLE 10 
Chemioal"Analysis or Ore 
Mn Si02 CaO 








TABLE 11 . l 
Screen Analysis of Ore 
10 minutes grind 12 minutes grind 
Mesh 't. % On Wt. % Passing Wt. % On Wt. % Passing 
100 o.o 100.0 0.0 100.0 
150 0.1 99.~ 0.2 99.8 
200 5.7- 94.; 2.5 97.5 
270 14.; 85.7 7.4 92.6 
400 ;o.o 70.0 16.6 a;.4 
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